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About This Game

Triangle Service’s MINUS ZERO is an abstract, minimalist shooter that focuses on a tried-and-true shoot-’em-up weapon: the
lock-on laser. It’s shoot-’em-up purity: just you, your lock-on laser, and a whole bunch of enemies. As long as you continue to

blast away at the waves of enemies, you’ll maintain invincibility, but if you lose track of your position among the explosions and
neon glow, you’ll soon find that invincibility can be fleeting!

Features:

Lock onto invincibility in this abstract, minimalist shoot-’em-up

Glowing neon aesthetic that actually adds to the challenge

Replay support

Electronica soundtrack that builds upon itself as you progress

Includes Achievements, Leaderboards, and Cloud saves
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Title: MINUS ZERO
Genre: Action
Developer:
TRIANGLE SERVICE
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 16 Jun, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Intel Atom (Cherry Trail) or better

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound-compatible sound card

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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I don't like this game very much.

It has a fun concept, and is very self-aware of it's cheesy humor. Visually, it looks nice, but it is a bit repetitive (more on that
later).

The shooting is just meh. You have two guns to manage, so the aiming is slightly "off" since the weapons aim slightly to the
left\/right of where you are aiming. The weapons themselves are fun, and using them a certain amount unlocks new options. You
have pistols, machine guns, lasers, freeze rays, missiles (some homing), grenades, etc. Good stuff. There is even a hose, which
basically just keeps the llamas at bay. The whole setup is ripe for creating an effective "build" of two weapons. However, every
weapon requires reloads, and the reload time is often an eternity. Personally, I'm not a fan of the reloading (as it exists).

The worst is the fact that the llamas are faster than you, it's nearly impossible to kite and shoot them. In some of the more
claustrophobic environments it can really be a pain.

My biggest issue is that the moment to moment movement and shooting just don't feel good.

You do have a dash, a slam (which is great), and a shield. The dash is kind of limp, and while it can kill llamas, it isn't very
effective. On top of that, they all use energy, which drops from killed enemies. I feel like they've increased the drop rate, but it's
just another annoyance IMHO. I would rather have had cooldowns. Plus, when you have the shield active, you can't pick up
energy. Sometimes the effect persists for a bit after you turn it off (or so it seems), which is especially annoying.

You also have a single health bar (no health pickups) and you get perks from time to time. The droprate was all over the place
and none really felt like game changers. There are unlocks here, so perhaps the good stuff is later.

My last session ended in a lab area. I was supposed to find a scientist? I think, and it was even pointed out to me. However, the
area you're in was bland and everything was samey hallways and I had no clue where to go. I was low on health, and the white
llamas on the white floor were chipping me down. I eventually succumbed to the llamapocalypse after running out of energy
with my shield. I did not feel like going for another run.

There are more zones after the first, but I haven't seen them.

Some people may enjoy the pace, I don't think I do. Maybe it's better in co-op, but you'll need some friends and controllers.

EDIT:

Gave it another shot. Controller is much better. The lab is a piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665maze. Everthing
looks the same and it just doesn't make any goddamn sense. It reminds me of the sewer maze in Fester's Quest, only worse.

I think I finally found the exit, but I was spent. Cramped, llamas \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 out of
every door and hole, and that stupid announcer lady screaming "Forget about the llamas!!" "Hurry Up". What the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 do you think I'm trying to do?. I bought this game for lols and its ok on sale price.

Got a new avatar of a penguin in a hat so can't complain.

How does one get the achievement though? It's a broken link.

You adjust the penguins flight path with your head, you tilt your head up and down to adjust. This is very uncomfortable, it
would be much less painful to use the controllers.. There is a definite 80s low-rent charm to this game's presentation, but sadly
wonky mouse physics and *terrible* optimization for multiple screens led me to uninstall this. It fuzzed out my second monitor.
I've been running games on a dual monitor set-up-- the game on a primary monitor, and something else on a secondary--for
nearly a decade and this is the FIRST game to ever ♥♥♥♥ with the second monitor.

If you're running a laptop, single monitor, and have more patience for this type of deliberately tuned-down style of point-and-
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click you'll probably dig it. When it was working I dug it a lot too...but unfortunately the game never hooked me beyond "yeah
this sure is some stuff that's happening" and sadly the technical issues didn't make me want to power on through.. Very
mediocre product. Looks to have very little effort put into it. MAYBE worth $0.99. Could be quite useful, but everything from
the graphics to the controls need a lot more effort put into them. Controllers only sometimes work properly. Audience is
laughably poor. I understand the use of reusing models and animations, but it seemed to have only 3 character models and two
animations. It's insanely overpriced for what it offers.. Great locomotive, but currently the missions are broken and do not show
up in-game. If the missions are fixed, I'd definitely recommend the package.. Snap point buggy. Game runs in fullscreen
windowed mode, but won't align properly with screensize.
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10 out of 10! BUY THIS GAME NOW!
The tactics of VEmpire are fantastic! You will not find a game like this any where else.
The love and dedication that went into this creation are evident from start to finish. The atmosphere is wonderfully suspenseful,
the music is top notch and fits perfectly, the art is above and beyond.
As for game play, you have to experience it to really understand just how creative a card game can be!

One purchase gets you the whole game. If you have reservations just because it's not free to play, you are missing out.

As for the Dev, he's so much into his creation that you feel as if he's that "favorite player" you run into in CCG's. The one you
always enjoy meeting in the lobby and playing a round or two with!

Wolf, you have a smash hit here! A great big Cheers! to you!
. garbage just garbage who ever made this should be ashamed
. The game is very bad. And you have to buy it with good deal if you want trading cards because you can get it and this game is
expensive so you have to wait for good price.
The gameplay is bad and you can't fun.. Do not buy this game it will not run on Steam and no support for it!!!. A psychological
horror game that explores the tragic tale of a town destroyed by the carelessness of a trash-loving, quadcopter-obsessed raccoon.

Just kidding. Donut County is a cathartic game with a sense of humor and cute polygonal artstyle.

It’s a pretty hole-some experience.. I can recommend this game insofar as that compared to the other Total War games (Empire
especially), the combat is really quite good with interesting unit types in a period which I enjoy.

That said, and I need to add this as a WARNING to anyone looking to buy, the diplomacy really breaks the campaigns. It makes
no sense.

I negotiated military access with a pay off to the Venetians to travel through their lands and have a back door to Austria. Ok.
Next turn they declare war on me for no reason.

Next, when I've destroyed the traitorous Venetians, my client state Piedmont-Sardinia, suddenly declares war on me for now
reason. It's not like my forces can't crush them, I just need to take one army and race it all the way back across the map to retake
Turin.

Really it is an excellent game, but I just can't get deep into the campaigns because the diplomacy is basically game breaking.
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